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INTRODUCTION

This is a brief anthology of our Easter Cruises over the past
seven years. Over time our Easter Cruise has become a bit of a
tradition. Essential components of the tradition are people to
play with. Usually this means Roger and Diane Aps who we first
met at a Winter Weekend in 1983. once Hannah and Andy
Hetherington joined us. I am not sure why they have not repeated
the experience!

It is usually the first cruise of the year. Because of the timing
of Easter we try and choose sheltered water. This means mainly
inland waters. We have not always been lucky as the foll'owing
accounts will show.

The idea is to have a shake-down cruise with the emphasis on
enjoyment rather than achievement. Unfortunately in the planning,
we often forget this aspect. The scheme is usually hatched at the
AGM and consolidated at the Winter Weekend. Where possible we
plan a circular route. It is often over ambitious.

The weather also seems to have developed a tradition. it is wet
and windy and we spend a lot of time failing to reach
unachievable targets.

Easter Eggs are swapped on Easter morning. Hot cross buns are
consumed all weekend. Another tradition is the Simnel cake. It
may be the only reason why we persuade people to sail with us
again. In case it makes your mouth'water the recipe is included
at the end.

As there are a lot of bridges on inland waters, bridge-shooting
plays an important part. We learnt all about this from Piers
Plowman and Peter Grainger at the Winter Weekend in 1983. The
photos demonstrate them in action on the canal at Frank Dye's
marina. Piers is at the helm of Peter's boat.

At the end I have included a description of bridge-shooting that
Brian prepared for the 1992 Winter Weekend. The demonstration was
on dry land as there are no bridges on Rutland Water. As a result
it was far less spectacular.
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1987

Lantana and BlunderBus 17.4.87 - 20.4.87
North Norfolk Broads
Distance sailed 54 miles
Distance hauled 1/2 mile

This was where Easter Cruises began. Our first ever cruise had
been on the Broads in May 1982. We found it quiet and peaceful
and thought it would be suitable for a shake-down cruise. However
we discovered that it is very different at Easter. Tacking up
narrow rivers with demented power boat drivers is not easy. The
worst offenders were those with dogs on board. Having overtaken
us they would then stop abruptly to let the dogs ashore. The next
minute they were barging by again. A posse of Old English
Sheepdogs nearly got BlunderBus.

We launched at Richardson's boat yard in Stalham, having phoned
before to make sure it would be open on a Bank Holiday. Almost at
our destination, I remembered the pile of things that I had
checked off the list and stowed in the greenhouse. The 150 mile
round trip home decided us to do without most of it. So on
arrival Brian went off to buy some camping gaz cylinders.

This Easter was uncharacteristic, it was warm and sunny which was
lucky as one of the things I had left behind were the wellies. We
had a gentle sail down the River Ant. Our first attempt at bridge
shootind was nearly disastrous. We forgot to take the boom off
the gooseneck so it broke. We carry a lot of spares which is why
Lantana is so heavy; but the only spare gooseneck did not fit the
track. Rather than replace the whole track, with Roger's help, we
wired the gooseneck back together. If you ever break anything
when sailing, Roger is a very useful person to have around.

In Walsham Broad we were able to try out our new mud anchor: a
141b weight. It worked well. We spent the next night in a quiet
cut off Horsey Mere. In the night Diane heard a bittern booming.
She was not amused to discover later it was Brian blowing over a
beer bottle.

The bridge shooting on the way back through Potters Heigham was
impossible. There was a strong head wind and the tide had not yet
started to ebb. We ended up unstepping the mast and paddle-rowing
through with four in each boat.

On the last day the weather broke and we missed our wellies. We
spent quite a lot of the day sheltering in a pub near Barton
Broad. We had been looking out for the Hetheringtons and the rest
of the Manchester crowd. They were also spending Easter on the
Broads. We only discovered later that they had been sheltering in
their tents 50 yards away and we had not spotted them.
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1988

Lantana 1.4.88 - 4.4.88
Ely circuit
Distance sailed 71 miles
Distance hauled 0

We found a public slip in Ely. You get what you pay for being
free it was irregular and we grounded on the way down. We found a
better slip in the boat yard to retrieve from. We were again
lucky with the weather and the wind. The tides are strong below
Denver Sluice.

We anchored off Kings Lynn and to stop ourselves sheering around
we put the drogue out. This was not a good idea as we began to
drag. The tide was so strong that we were not sure we would be
able to get to the quayside. We waited for the stream to slacken
and then with difficulty rowed to the wall. We were then faced
with a thirty foot ladder to get up onto the quay. After
exploring ashore we decided to pick up a mooring rather than drag
our anchor in the night.

The stream was so strong the buoy was under water and therefore
difficult to release. One minute the tide was ebbing flat out and
the next flooding flat out. We had to be up at 4.15 am for the
tide. We shot back up river into the New Bedford River where we
anchored at low water for a sleep. There was no point bugging the
tide so we spent the rest of the day bird watching.

The next day we were lucky to have a down wind run all the way to
Earith. We were only headed on the last section back to Ely. It
was too narrow to tack easily. We perfected the art of motor
sailing with just the Genoa set.

The bridges on this trip had pretty low clearances. The Anglian
Water Authority supplied a list of bridge heights with our
permit. We decided to build a crutch to support the mast which is
demonstrated in the photos. This was designed to fit round the
engine so we could motor or row through the bridges. We find our
wooden mast is quite heavy to hold and the lower it has to go the
heavier it becomes. We measured the height of the Tast from the
water line and marked the crutch accordingly so we would know how
low to set it up.

At one of the bridges I had a momentary loss of concentration and
instead of shooting the bridge we mounted the bank. Luckily there
was no one around to witness it. Another nasty moment was coming
round a bend to find an unexpected low bridge. Inconsiderately
they had built a new by-pass which was not on our list. One of
the dangers of using a fixed crutch is that if the bridge is
lower than planned it is difficult to drop the mast further.
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1989

Lantana, BlunderBus and Wetnest 24.3.89 - 27.3.89
River Thames; Pangbourne to London
Distance sailed 67 miles
Distance hauled 0

We had spent two previous weekends on the Thames. We launched at
Woolwich and took the tide up to Kew and back again. On another
occasion we launched at Bablock Hythe and retrieved at
Pangbourne. There was therefore a section in the middle to be
explored. The slip at Pangbourne has a drop off the end. Alright.
for launching but difficult for retrieving.

I was working on the Thursday night so we arranged to meet the
other two boats at Reading. On the way down there was much
discussion about too much wind. Crazy idea. Why are we doing
this. We later discovered the others had had much the same
thoughts. But no one wanted to chicken out. The slip at Reading
was concrete with a reasonable gradient.

The first day was spent under Genoa alone. Thanks to plenty of
rain there was a good flow on the river. With only one sail,
bridge shooting is easy. After dark we noticed lights moving on
the river. What were they? It was not until the morning that we
discovered the Devizes to Westminster canoe,race was in progress.

The next day we were more adventurous. Full sail. Three Wayfarers
sailing into a lock caused some consternation. We got a telling
off from the Thames Conservancy people. Andy and Hannah hadsa
calming influence on the trip - that is apart from the evening
when we were cooking. Whilst waiting to be called for dinner they
amused themselves handing drinks between Wetnest and BlunderBus
on a paddle. By the time we were ready they were all blotto.

In one lock we got into conversation with a woman in a motor
boat : "We started out in a small dinghy too...." she purred.
Obviously, if we were lucky, we could have aplastic fantastic as
well! we had to hide our mirth.

Richmond is half tidal. The teams now split: three going back for
the cars, three staying with the boats. On the slip two drivers
had ignored the signs about the tide. Their cars were beginning
to float. The fire brigade came and pulled one of them out. They
pulled it as far as the high water mark and then left it. It was
blocking the slip. When we remonstrated they said it was not
their responsibility. We had to round up the onlookers to get it
out of our way. Later the owners appeared. The mini was as dead
as a Dodo but the Citroen started straight away. If you must park
below the high water mark that's your car.
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199o

Lantana and BlunderBus 12.4.90 - 16.4.90
Ely to March
Distance sailed 95 miles
Distance hauled 20 miles

We had an extra day so an ambitious plan was hatched. Ely, Denver
Sluice, Kings Lynn, Wisbech, Peterborough, Mid levels, Denver
Sluice, Ely. We set out with a following wind and it obligingly
took us out into the Wash and round to Wisbech. After that we
were headed.

We were now introduced to the art of towing a Wayfarer. I think
Roger and Diane have done rather a lot of this. They had
definitely perfected the art. The banks had several bushes along
them. The tow line needs to be lead from the hounds to miss the
bushes. You need to wear your harness to spread the load. We
found it worked best with one person aboard. They steered and
rested and when needed rowed. The towing was hard work and we
needed lots of rests. Once the tide turned against us there was
little progress.

We stopped at Guyhurn to wait for the tide. Due to lack of
attention we dried out on rocks. We ended up spending the night
there. We cooked our supper in the open and in the rain waiting
to float off. Roger and Diane were afloat and put their tent up.
They felt so sorry for us, they felt unable to cook, thinking we
were going hungry. Little did they know.

The next morning we were still headed so continued walking. We
had booked the Dog-in-a-Doublet lock and were not sure if we
would get through being late. There were no other craft on this
section so one could see why it needed to be booked.

When we finally arrived we found an ungracious lock keeper. But
he let us through. The head wind and the fact we had to lower our
mast made it difficult. Paddling into the lock was not easy. We
continued to walk to Peterborough.

In the Mid Levels we could sail again. At Stanground Sluice we
were also late. The lock keeper was a farmer. When he returned
from his milking he was happy to let us through. We realised we
were not going to complete the whole circuit so looked out for a
slip. We found a boat yard on the outskirts of March. We nearly
disconnected their power, having failed to notice the overhead
cables. Brian and Roger went off on the train to fetch the cars
and trailers while Diane and I were invited in for a cup of tea.
We heard about the steel boat that they were building. To get it
under the bridges and down to the sea they had to weigh it down
with water bags. It had twin lifting keels - unusual.
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1 991

Lantana and BlunderBus 28.3.91 - 1.4.91
Milford Haven
Distance sailed 63 miles

We launched at Black Tar and roamed up and down the estuary. The
tides were just right for going downstream in the morning and up
to the head of a river each evening. This is an excellent area
for cruising with great variety. Sheltered water at the head of
several different rivers. Open sea conditions down near the
mouth.

When we arrived BlunderBus was already on the water. By the time
we were ready to launch the water was dropping fast and we found
the slip steep and slippery near low water. A life boat launch
was inevitable.

We found a good barbecue site up the Cresswell River and Roger
got very silly. As people who have been on an Aps rally will
know, when this happens and if the fire is not quite up to
scratch, flammable liquid is added. I think this is one of the
main reasons why Diane and Roger cook on a petrol stove. Our
driftwood camp fire was quite dramatic that evening.

.4~

Exploring next day we reached the top of Sandy Haven having had
to wait for enough water to get in. Sailing over the causeway was
quite alarming but there was enough water, so we did not hit it.
We researched another barbecue site but in the end cooked aboard.

One evening Diane wanted to spend the night dried out on a tiny
grassy island at the head of the Eastern Cleddau. She was
persuaded against this and has been hankering after it ever
since. We learnt another technique from the Apses. Choose your
drying out spot on the way up river before it covers. Then come
back down to it later. The only trouble is remembering the exact
spot. If you get it right it saves an unexpected angle overnight.

During the crazy planning stage we got carried away with the idea
of going out to have a look at Jack Sound. The first day we were
beating down past Milford Haven. It was pretty coLd and wet. I
was all for turning back. Brian was having none of that.
Apparently the same discussion was going on in BlunderBus. They
were pleased when I signalled my views and we ran back up river.
They thought we wanted to tough it out! After that there was no
further discussion of going to sea.

The last day it was very windy and we had a hard beat,
deep reefed to get back to Black Tar. Luckily the weather had
persuaded the punters to go home early, so the roads for the long
drive back to Suffolk were not too bad.
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1 992

Lantana and BlunderBus 16.4.92 - 20.4.92
Southern Broads
Distance sailed 80 miles
Distance hauled 1/2 mile

This was the year we failed to reach any of our goals but had
good fun. We planned to visit Beccles, Norwich, Great Yarmouth
and return to Lowestoft via the,sea. We even found a friendly
yacht club that had a slip in Lowestoft harbour for retrieval.

We launched at Oulton Broad and the next morning met up with
Ralph and Betty and Ralph's brother and their various families..
Having spread some of the crew around we set off in the direction
of Beccles. They left us at the entrance to Oulton Broad and we
went on down river.

Having spent the night in the New Cut we headed off towards
Norwich. We were beating and it soon got pretty wet. We sailed
into the bank while waiting for the swing bridge at Reedham to
open. It was not a day for bridge shooting.

At Cantley we saw some other Wayfarers moored up outside the pub
but we kept on. We detoured into Rockland Broad for the night.
Wonderful bird life. We set off next day against the tide. Just
before Surlingham Broad we met some more Wayfarers. Diane checked
they had paid their UKWA subscription. We got as far as the
outskirts of Norwich.

We headed back to Rockland and spent a night in The Fleet. The
next day we were up early to take the tide all the way down the
Yare to Breydon Water. We were obviously not going to have time
to do the sea passage to Lowestoft so sailed back up the Waveney
to Oulton Broad. We stopped at Burgh Castle for breakfast. We
watched a procession of sailing craft tacking up the Waveney.
Apparently they were a party of twenty boats. They have an annual
get together at Easter in chartered yachts.

Later when we set off we found tacking through these yachts and
the power craft tricky. After shooting St Olaves bridge we nearly
did Roger and Diane an injury. A power craft had to take rapid
evasive action. We lost steerage as we came through the bridge
and it was then difficult getting the mast back up. A heavy
wooden mast is not ideal for bridge shooting in company.

We were following Roger and Diane through Somerleyton railway
bridge when it shut. We had to drop the mast pretty smartish. The
Broads certainly improves one's sailing skills. Now that the lock
at Lowestoft has been repaired the round circuit should be much
easier. We will have to give it a try.



Southern Broads 1992

Easter Eggs being consumed
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1993

Lantana and BlunderBus 8.4.93 - 12.4.93
River Crouch and River Roach
Distance sailed 85 miles

We launched at Bridgemarsh Island boat yard. A friendly yard down
a very bumpy track. Basic facilities but a perfectly adequate
slip. When we arrived it was almost high water but there was
still quite a flow on the river. We did not want to be swept
under the walkway so set off under oars. While we were doing this
the tide turned and we nearly got pinned on the opposite pontoon.
Up went the genoa and we set off at a spanking pace against the
tide. It seemed pretty windy. We had not been out for some time
and unnerved ourselves. Before reaching the main river we hoisted
the main as we would need it against the tide. It was a very high
spring tide. We found ourselves planing but not moving much. We
then turned and beat back with the tide to circumnavigate
Bridgemarsh island.

We arrived back at the boat yard and decided to use the pontoon
while waiting for Roger and Diane to arrive. By the time they
appeared there was a lot less water and we voted to stay put. In
the morning we were amazed to see a totally different scene. The
pontoons were aground. The boats were all lying over at crazy
angles. Even Wayfarers were going nowhere. We went off for an
explore. We walked across the ford to the island but could go no
further as it is a bird reserve.

Bridgemarsh Island low water



Waiting for the water to return

When the water returned we headed up river. We had set off a
little too early and kept grounding and having to wait for the
tide. We stopped at Hullbridge and went off in search of shops
for the various things we had left behind. It was pouring with
rain and we made an odd sight fully clad in oilskins. We
continued right to the limit of navigation at Battlebridge, then
headed back down to anchor just before Black Point for the night.

The next day was sunny. We had to be up early for the tide. We
drifted down through Burnham and into the Roach pausing for
coffee before heading up river to Rochford. Having explored to
the very end of both channels we came back to Paglesham creek.
Again we aimed for the head of the creek. It is not quite
possible to circumnavigate Wallasea island due to a road having
been built on a causeway. We could see boats sailing on the
Crouch in the distance. We returned to spend the night in
Paglesham pool.

Next day as there was no rush to be away, heading down river we
saw two Avocets. Anchored at low water in the Crouch we watched
the racing fleet speeding by. Sailing back up the Roach the wind
had picked up and we had some spirited tacking. Heading left at
Potton island and left again at Rushley Island we briefly visited
Havengore Bridge. We were not tempted to go through this time. We
did notice that the barrage that obstructs the water line at high
water was now high above the water and one could have dropped the
mast and got through without having to have the bridge lifted.



The head of navigation

We decided to circumnavigate Potton island before heading into
Little Wakering creek. We managed to get right up to the village

across the marshes. We found a chap doing his Spring refit in a
mud berth. He had propped the boat up on boards to keep it out of

the mud and had removed the bilge keels. It all looked pretty

precarious but as he said it was cheaper than a marina. On the

way back down, we found a flat piece of mud to dry out on. We

parked up against the saltings so that we could get ashore for

supper on BlunderBus. We dropped our anchors in the main stream

on the way in. This enabled us to float off at high water and

stay afloat.

On the Monday we headed out to sea and landed on Foulness sand at

low water. There were a group of thirty seals sharing the sand

bank with us. When the tide turned we headed back up river to

Bridgemarsh. Retrieval was more energetic than launching as the

tide was lower.

After another successful Easter Cruise we are already thinking

about where we can go next year.

STOP PRESS Diane has suggested the Lincolnshire drains and Boston
Stump for 1994. At this point Brian has added a note to remind me

to cook the Simnel cake.
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BRIDGE SHOOTING IN A WAYFARER

PLEASE NOTE

(a) This is our way of doing it - it works for us, but is not
the only method. We have hanked foresails, wooden spars
(heavy) and sliding gooseneck.

(b) You need : a "tailed" forestay through a sheave block or s/s
shackle at bow, to cleat before Mast.

HINTS & TIPS

(a) The SCIENCE of bridge shooting is GOOD PREPARATION : ie
Good Teamwork, Clear lines, No obstacles before Mast foot,
Paddle and Oars/rowlocks at the Ready, Note wind strength
and direction, Tide/current/eddies, Other boat movements
etc. Remember wind/current accelerate under bridges.

(b) The ART is TIMING! : ie
Lower too soon and you loose way; too late and .... ***9

THE SEQUENCE

1. Size up situation and agree action.

2. Crew releases bottom two hanks on foresail (if fitted).

3. Helm sits on aft hatch; Crew stands at mast.

4. Crew passes Genoa/Jib sheet to Helm, followed by cleated
foresail halyard. ( This keeps boat moving ).

5. Crew Loosens/releases Kicking Strap.

6. Crew releases Mainsail halyard (if Gooseneck is fixed) OR
Crew unlocks Gooseneck and slides Boom upwards

7. Crew frees Boom from Gooseneck as Helm centres Boom and clears
Main sheet.

8. Crew uncleats Foresail halyard ( Helm now controls this ).

9. Crew uncleats Forestay "Tail" (Mast Lowering line).

10. When time is right, Crew lowers Mast carefully down
centreline of boat, holding and steadying Boom away
from Mast.

11. Helm guides Boom to safe resting place aft.
As Mast approaches, Helm gathers Mainsail roach to prevent



sail going in water.
Helm takes Mast on shoulder.

12. Helm steers boat under bridge.

REHOIST:

1. Reverse process. Crew lifts Mast, hauling Forestay "Tail";

Helm hauls Foresail halyard.

2. Crew cleats Forestay "Tail", secures Boom onto Gooseneck,

tightens & cleats Foresail halyard, hauls Mains'l halyard,

(if necessary), hauls down Boom, fixes Kicking strap.

3. General tidy up

4. All the while keep a good look-out. Next bridge is looming...

OTHER POINTS :

(i) If running in stronger winds, do not attempt with Main

standing. It will work just as well with Jib/Genoa alone.

(ii) If wind is moderate or gusting, Crew must hold Mast firmly

down ( without crushing Helm's shoulder ). It is not unknown

for gust to catch Main and rehoist Mast just as you pass

under the bridge....***!!

(iii) If winds reasonably light and many bridges to pass, leave

Kicking strap off - it saves a process.

(iv) Crew must be fully prepared to Paddle from bow or row hard

if things appear not to be going to plan. The boat must be

kept moving. It could get'interesting if she slews

sideways.

(v) Remember, when Mast is lowered, boat length expands by

nearly another 12 feet ( especially with burgee ).

(vi) Consider making your first attempt in light conditions.

(vii)It is fun to surprise the ghouls on the bridge, but not too

much fun to surprise the oncoming coal barge under it..***!'

GOOD LUCK
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j (sp bakiiig po,ader Brush the top of' the cake mith Illost ol,
185g, i,64,z Castor sugar the ipricot glaze. Cut oil half the remaining

18 'fooz butter Illarziliall And toll ow to a circle tile sAllic
3 egg's clianicter as the iol) of the eake� Lay on top

185glf6oz stiltanas (f the cake. Rofl the renlaiiiiiig niarzipait
iy,5g,�6K)z currants into 1 1 balls. ljrtlsh tllc billis ivitti the

125W 14M gl,.ic� hcrries, chopped reniiiiiiiig apricot glaze and press around

grilled ruid of i lerllon tile edge of ific marzipan ttil).
2 Thstly Candied leiiioll licel, liliclv I'lace tile cake oi) ati ovenproof'dish and

chopped bake Ill A fitt (Icy, F or (ias

i tsi, grated orange rind filark -,) filr 5 fl, 8 Minutes or tititif the

MARALPAN tops gA the baIN are golden broggic Allois

,5,.og, 111) gno, .... 1 'I ........ 1, to c(,,1 belote ser�itig. Place the cake on a

375911 12M. iciixg sktgar ser�ing tlisti and serge.

125gi�4oz sugar "I'JX'es ("ie 181 toll 17in lake
2-,; egg yoW,

tsp Alliond essence

APHR,01 U'V1

4 Thsi) apriecit jail'

75n111j3(Ilz water
1 tst) Lnwill juice

Sift [fie ll(itir, rice lixitir and baking posider

HUI) ;I niixilig blog]. In anothcr bo"l,

ercafii tile sugar allif buffer together Lilitif

the Illixturc is li-fit jild fluffy, Beat in the
eg e 4,gA,- w g/7 en P,

,gs, lille at a tillic, slitli a tat)lcpl.x,vl of

the llour lliixttlre he[mcell eacli, Fold in
flilf the remmium, ti(itir. Nii�

l` , iberelliaillillg

flour mith [lie stillailas, kurrants, glae'
clierric.�, lenlon lind, ciiitlicd Jk
Ailti �lrated .1�aflgt rilld, sturim, to Com [fie
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